The purpose of New Zealand’s aid is to develop shared prosperity and stability in our region and beyond, drawing on the best of New Zealand’s knowledge and skills.

12 investment priorities
4 in the global reach programmes
including flagships of renewable energy and agriculture
Africa

- Targeted geothermal technical assistance since 2014
- Focus:
  - Partnership with Government of Comoros, UNDP and New Zealand
  - New Zealand Africa Geothermal Facility
New Zealand and Indonesia have a long history in geothermal energy cooperation since 1970s

Focus:
- Support to the World Bank and PGE through technical assistance
- Geothermal training with GNS and UGM
- Development of a Geothermal Human Resource Development Strategy and workplan
- Technical assistance
- Scholarships
• Geothermal energy is the cornerstone of our development partnership with the Caribbean.

• Focus:
  • Support on policy, regulation, commercialisation and resource management
  • Completion of technical studies including geoscience, engineering and environmental impacts
  • Capacity building/technical assistance within the sector
Tariff reform support to Indonesia